A one dimensional numerical model of reverse combustion is proposed to describe the physical mechanisms which control the fire spread in a fuel bed of pine needles. The physical model is const,ructed from a multiphase formulation, including various subn~odels to account for the main phenomena which contribute at different levels to fire spread. The set of partial differential equations which governs the physical behaviour of the gas flow and of the solid file1 bed is solved using a finite volume method associated with an adaptive mesh algorithm to track correctly the thin region where t,hc thermal degradation of the solid fuel occurs. Both oxygen-limited and fuel-limited regimes are examined for inlet flow velocities ranging from 2 to 3 0 c m / s .
INTRODUCTION
The understanding of t.he physical lnechanisnis which cont.ro1 the ignition and the spread of wildland fires constitut,es a major object,ive for the management and tlie preservation of forest, areas. Various numerical models based on statistical, empirical or physical approarh have heen proposed to eval~~at,e t,he spread velocity of a surface forest fire [I] . These simplified models allow to ohtain a quite good approxiniatioti of the rate of spread of tlie fire as a fuoct,ion of the filrl load, tlie wind i~itensity and the terrain slope for part,icular conditions (close to experiments carried out for the calibration of the parameters used in such models). Unfortunately these models cannot be extendrd to other fire conditions. The main reason is that the physical mechanisms wllich control the thern~al degradat,io~~ of solid fuel. the fire brllaviour and the solid-flame interactions are not (or very poorly) describeb in sucli models. These physical mechanisms are very complex since they incl~rtfe convection and radiation heat transfers hetwet3n the two pliases downstream the fire front wliicli are responsiblr of tlir thermal degradatio~~ (pyrolysis) of the solid fuel arid subsequently of the spread of the fire tlirough the fuel bed [2] .
To improve the quality of numerical predictions, a more co~tiplete approarli hasrd 011 a multiphase fornlulation can he adopted [3, 4. 5. 6. 71. 'This forriiulation consists ill d~scrihing tlir evolution of both mode for fire spread under windy conditions. ~t cannot be neglected. To evaluate the irradiance field related to the radiative heat flux, we have used the PI-approximation This nletliod is particularly adapted to solve coupled radiat,ive and convective heat transfers in a gray gas [8. 91. In the present paper the radiative contribution of soot and solid particles through the absorption coeficirnt is considered [4, 101. The configuration used in the present study is represented in Figurc 1 . The furl hed of pine needles (pinus pinaster) is confined in a horizontal tube. The is lit at onr end of thc tr~be and travels through it in the opposit,e direction as the oxidizer flow. In this case the effects of buoyancy can be neglect,ed and the problem is limited to one dimension. This simplified configuration does not represent all the physical phenomena encountered during a surface fire (buoyancy effects, f l a n t~ expansion above the flaming fuel bed ...) but it represents a very interesting case to assess thc validity of the paratueters introduced in the submodels usrd for the description of the thern~al degradation of the solid fuel bed and the solid-gas interact ions.
PHYSICAL MODEL A N D NUMERICAL RESOLUTION

MATHEMATIC'AL FORMULATION
By using a niultiphase approach [3. 4 , 5. 6 , 71 the mass, species. Inonlenturn, and energy conservatio~i equations in the gas phase can he written as follows:
where ag, pg, ur, Ye, D m , h are respectively the volume fraction, the density, the velocity, t,he mass fraction and the diffusion coefficient of species a , and the euthalpy of the gas mixture; y, (u,,, rrZy), T, T,, k g . q; are the pressure, the stress tensor components, the gas and t,he solid phase teniperatures, the conductivity, and the radiative heat flux. The solid-gas interaction terms (drag, heat transfer [ l l ] at the gas-particle int,erface) include naturally the corresponding surface density ( 3 , ) which is a characteristic of the fuel bed (approxin~ated as a randomly distributed cyliuders). Using the PI-approximation the radiative heat flux is evaluated solving the radiative transfer equat~on (RTE) including both the contribution of the soot-gas mixture and tlie solid file1 bed [4] : a.u.
where J , an and a, are the irradiance. tile absorption coefficient of the soot/gas nlixt~lre and tlie surface t,o volunie ratio of t.he solid part,icles which compose tlie file1 bed; .Y,.,,, and f, design tlie mole fraction of combustion product,^ (C'O2 and H'O) and the soot volt~me fraction, resprctively. The heat transfer from the combustion region to the fuel bed induces first. t,he desorptioli of wat,er then its degradation (by pyrolysis and oxidation) in combustible and ~lnco~iihustihle gases (essentially CO. CH4, Hz, CO2 [4] ), char, soot, and ashes [4, 12. 131 . If the incandescent char particles are in contact with oxygen, a surface l~eterogeneous co~ilbustiotl occurs. 'I'wo-st.ep reactiou niecha.nisni for pyrolysis. char formati011 and oxidation is assumed:
The preexponential factors and the activat.ion energies are c v a l~~a t~d from experiment,al data obtained by
The evolution of the Inass fractions of solid fuel, water and char, llrc mass loss and tlie energy equation in the fuel bed can be evaluated from the followil~g s~t of coupled differc,ntial equations:
where vchar and v,,,f are respectively the stoichiolnetr~c coefficients of char and soot producbion from the thermal degradation of the solid fuel, u,,h is the resulting fraction of ash (in the present calculation we have used vchar = 0.45, usoof = 0.015 and u,,h = 0.033).
As previously pointed out,, the radiation heat transfer includes tlie contributions of both fuel particles and soot. Experimentally it has been shown that the size of soot particles during a forest fire ranges from 0.2 to 12pm [4] ; in the present study a constant diameter l p m is used. Therefore the soot field is complet,ely defined from the soot volume fract,ion which verifies the following consrrvation equation:
where 71ih is the mean thermophoretic velocity cornponellt in t,he x coordi~iatr direct,ioo:
It can be noticed that the production rate of soot particles 1s re.presrntrd as a fravtion vsOot of tlie mass loss rate due to pyrolysis; the oxidation of soot which can he assilnilated to carbon particles is evaluat,ed using the rate of oxidation of pyrolytic graphit? [15. 101. In Figure 2 (left), the mass loss curve rourputed uslng the present ti~odel is r,on~parrd t,o T(:A (thermogravimetric analysis) curve obtained with a heating rate of IOli/iniii [14] . 'I'lie good agreement betweell the experimental and the predicted niass losses \.alidatrs the various pl~yai(.al ronstallts ~nclutleti in our model used t o describe the thermal degradation of fuel material. The (.orresponding evolutions of t,lle mass fractions of solid fuel, watrr, and char are reported in 1:igilrr 2 (right). 'Tlir tlrsorptiot~ of water is complete at T = 4001i whilst the thermal degradation of solid fuel (wood) hegins to he sigilificative at T = 5001;. 'l'l~r solid fuel sample is i.omplc*tely carbonized for T = ti50li and final11 the ash formation occurs at T = 7101i. 'Thrsc (haractrristic t c n~p c r a t u r~s Iiave hef:ii ohs~rvrcl e x~~r i~~~r n t a l l y d~iring the thermal decomposition of pine needles samples [10] .
Tlie set of partial differential equat.ions governing the physical behaviour of tlie gas mixture is solved using a Finite Volume method. To avoid numerical diffusion which can mask the physical diffusion and alter artificially the solution, we have used an 1Tltra-Sharp approach which combines a high-order upwind scheme with a flux limiter strategy [17] . 'The set of differential equations governing the evoli~tion of the solid fuel bed is solved using a 4th order Runge-liutla algorithm. Numerical experiments have shown that the evaluation of mass loss is very sensitive to the number of grid points used to represent the fronts of water desorption and pyrolysis. This sensitiv~ty results from the use of Arrhenius laws to calculate the corresponding reaction rates. We have noticed that the thickness of t,he degradation front is about 51nln. If we consider that 5 points are ~~ecessary lo represent accurately a degradation front, this criteria requires a mesh size of linm. ' 10 reduce the conlputational time and to prepare a formulation which can be easily extended to 2D and 3D situations we have used an adaptative mesh strategy. This met,hod consists in localizing the point in the fuel hed where the gradient of the mass fraction of solid fuel (k;" reaches its maximum which corresponds also to the region of fuel where the thernmal degradation is the most intense. If the position of this degradation front has changed enough (more than 0.linin for example) a new mesh is generated including a rrsfin~nient of thr grid size on hot11 side of this front, and tlie numerical solution obtained at the previous tinip step 1s projected on the new mesh using a bilinear interpolation procedure [la] .
The computed t,rajectory of the isotherm T, = 500Ii and t,he comp~rtrd time evolution of t h r overall production rate of pyrolysis products ( C O + H z O ) ohtained wit,11 and withoi~t adaptive mesh rrfincn~ent are shown in Figure 3 . For this numerical test we have used a 0.2171 long fuel bed (beyond a distance of 5cm from the end of t,he tube a steady state propagation is reached), a surfacr-to-volume ratio of 45501n-' (pinus Pinaster) and a packing rat,io is a , = 0.05. If t,he density of tlie solid fuel is p, = 680ky/in3 that the calc~~lation performed with a regular coarse mesh overestimates the rate of spread (ROS) of the combustion front. T h e curve reported in Figure 3 (bottom) shows that the rate of pyrolys~s products obtained with the same mesh exhibits an unphysical oscillatory behaviour. The distribution of the solid phase temperature (evaluated a t t.lie center of each computational cell) is not represent,ed with accuracy, introducing art,ificial variations in the evaluation of pyrolysis rat,es. The results obtained using the grid refinement strategy described previously, with t,he same number of grid points, show that this drawback can be completely corrected. T h e predicted ROS and the release rates of pyrolysis products obtained with t,his new algorithm are similar to those resulting from a reference calculation performed with 200 grid point,s.
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A set of calculations has been performed for a 0.5m long fuel bed with a loading of 25kg/in"& = 0.0367) using pine needles (Pinus Pinast,er) as fuel. Incoming air velocity ranges from 2cin/s t,o 30cm/s. Figure 4 shows the variations of the ROS with respect to the incoming air velocit,y I:,,,, in both the oxygen-and fuel-limited regimes. The stoichiornetric oxidat,ion of the combustible pyrolysis products (CO) corresponds to the boundary between these two regimes where HOS rraches a maxii~~urn. These t.wo regimes have already been identified in the context of reverse Hami~ig comhustion or >molder propagation in permeable fuel bed [7. 19. 131 , and for the downward flame spreading in an opposed forced flow [20] . The two combustion regirnrs are also observed in Figure 5 representing thr pyrolysis reaction rates (C'O + H20) as a function of L.',,,. The distributions of C'O, 0 2 and L'Oz mass fractiou in the gas mixture ( ) > o , Ib,, Go,) are reported in Figure 6 for two inconling air \.elocities (I:,,, = 7 and 25cin/s). In the oxygen-li~iiited regime ( Figure 6 on the top) it is evident that the available oxygen is fully consumed by the homogeneous combustion and no het,eroge~reous conihustion IS observed. In the outflow, a significant mass fraction of gaseous fuel [lco = 0.12) subsists. In the fuel-limited regime the oxygen is not conlpletely consumed both homogeacous and heterogeneous reactions occur [see Figures (j  on bottom) . The corresponding distributions of temperatures in the gas (T) and in the solid (T,) phases are shown in Figure 7 . The shift between T and T, in front of the combustion zone is mainly due to heating of the fucl bed hy radiative heat transfer.
CONCLUSION
A one di~nensio~lal numerical model has been developed to study tlir r(,vcrsc combustion in a fuel bed of pine needles. A multiphase representat,ion is used t,o describe the evolution of botll phases. Thr simplified thermal degradation modelling used to describe water drsorption, pyrolysis and char oxIdation of solid part.icles of the fuel bed is quite satisfactory. reproducing the mass loss kinetic rneasured by ther~nogravi~netry analysis. Calculations have been performed for various reverse air flow velocities C! , , , .
Two c o~n b u s t i o~~ regin~es have heen predict,ed, an oxygen-litilited and a fuel-liniited regime. An experimental study is in progress to rnrasure the ROS in a fuel bed of plne nr~rdles In a tube and then validate our multipl~ase formnlation. 
